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4- CONSTELLATION SYSTEM
Stonex S70G has a dual frequency GNSS chip integrated that
uses all 4 Constellations: GPS, G LO NASS, Galileo, BeiDou;
all included, no additional cost.

ANDROID SYSTEM
The receive r is managed by the Android 9 operating system
with a simple and intuitive interface.

HIGH QUALITY DISPLAY
The high quality 8" display has a WUXGA resolution (l920x1200) with
500 Nits brightness.

RTK AND POST - PROCESSI NG
S70G can work in real time with RTK corrections and
simultaneously record the ra w data for post -processing.
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RUGGED
With IP67 Certification Stonex S70G will ensure operations in
extremely tough environment s.

S70G GNSS RTK
Compact and portable for GIS and Survey applications

cube a
Cube-a is the Stonex surveying and mapping software designed and developed for Android platform.
Thanks to the flexibility of the Android environment, we have been able to create a simple and intuitive user
interface that makes surveyors ready for any w ork, saving time and increasing productivity.
Full support for touch gestures and the possibility to install it on Smartphones and Tablets are the keys to
the success of Cub e-a.
It also includes support for many languages and adjusts its interface
as from the current system language setting.
Cube-a is available in three versions: Cube-a for GNSS, Cube-a for
GNSS+GIS and Cube-a for mechanical and robotic Total Stations.

cube connector
This is Android APP and it has been developed to connect Android
devices to Stonex GNSS receivers.
In order to be connected to the GNSS, the Android Smartphone / Tablet
must be paired with the GNSS by Bluetooth.
Once the Bluetooth connection has been established, Cube-connector will
replace the GNSS readings from the internal device with the ones from the
Stonex GNSS receiver.
With the Stonex S70G, through Cube-connector, any customer can easily
use his software for GIS / Survey in the Android operating system. Our
application will manage all settings and configurations with integrated
precision GNSS and will make the correct coordinates available for thirdparty software.

